Public 's questions about global warming, Europe collective Karmas, knowledge of self, Moral, Et’s and Reincarnation I

Question: I am Oxossi son and I wonder if the path I am following is the right way. Can you tell me something about?

Answer: what is the right way? Perhaps this is the great dilemma of humanity.
the right one is the one that makes you happy , that gives you access to God and fullness of life.
If he is the Oxossi son’s it means that he is gonna follow the paths of knowledge and prosperity. Not material prosperity but ability to have everything within reach to get more knowledge. if he is happy and balanced, he must answer himself.
sometimes due to lack of awareness, we deluded. When the illusion takes place in our life, is the end of happiness, because the only thing that gives us joy is the absolute truth.

Question: we all have guide since since we arrived on Earth (from birth, reincarnated).
usually these spiritual guides (mentors) have lived with us in other life. The work between guide and medium starts because of affinity in the astral world.
I’ve been heard, that the spiritual guides work also with different mediums in another location. So, the link between both is only because of affinity or there is a karma discharge between medium and guide?

Answer: Both. Actually he did four questions. Let’s answer one by one.
1º. Yes, there is astral affinity between medium and entity he works with.
2º. Yes, there is Carmic link between both. Please do not understand Carma as negative stuff. It can be only two spirits which got together to perform a task.
3º. Yes, the entity, mentor, spiritual guides may work with different mediums in different places. The spirit can be in different places at same time. For you, incarnated, that’s impossible because you have a linear idea of time and space, but time and space is a spiral, which you can appear in several places at same time.
4º. Not all entities working with you are karmic bond. May be only because of love. That’s the secret for you. You will have a well-developed mediumship, when you learn that all entities, any form are yourself in another reality. My advice is: Love your spiritual guides, love your entities.
**World disasters:**

**Question:** I would like to know about the issues from last Dialogue about the World disasters in the early future. You said, Brazil will be the homeland of refugees. Brazil will be affected? how we should behave? It has to do what Mr. Ventania told about social gathering (council) for 2018?

**Answer:** Let’s answer one by one.

1. 2018 means the earth will be with the force center (Kundalini Energy) working at maximum The KundaliniIt was diverted and is right now in Argentina ground.

What it means? Is like a mercury light, warming slowly. all meteorological fenonem you see and think is the el nino effect or greenhouse gas emissions effect or melting of polar, in fact is global warming because the planet need to take a quantum leap. It means, to be able to receive a greater light flux, it needs to vibrate the highest speeds. How do you increase the speed? **Warming.**

If you heat the water, what happens? That’s one thing.

the catastrophes that concerns you, It can happen in greater or lesser degree, depending of merit and worthiness of each nation. Because it has certain peoples with collective karma, like Japan. Surely they will pay a high price. Spain and part of USA, as Ventania told, have also a collective karma and will also pay a higher price.

What we wish is gonna happen after the apocalyptic period, humanity finally can see and understand, that, when nature imposes, there is no power or money to hinder (block) regress in humanity. What shall you do when this happen? Pick up on basic things, mastering knowledge that today are almost forgotten.

Unfortunately you guys live in a very articial society, can not do anything, without relying on the industry.

Instead always going to the supermarket and buying things, you should start learning grow your own food, like potatoes or learn to sew, learn cook, take care of kids, being sentinels, especially learn to love the next. May be that is the best preparation that you can do. Also, perhaps to have a space where you don’t depend of the big industries, not depending of large cities, because gonna be very big chaos in those cities and they gonna be inaccessible.

The **Triad Retread**, following the advice of spirituality, is preparing a place where you can plant your food (agriculture), ensuring the future of your family. A place where you gonna have peace and go through these hard and troubled time that are coming.

Everybody and every continent will be affected, including t Brazilian coast and Amazon jungle. The highlands, despite being a safe spot, even they gonna be affected.

I can not give you a safe date, but 2018 matches with the prediction made a while ago.

**All types of prophecy serves as a warning, but it does not mean that will happen as planned.**

**It depends of worthiness of each one.** Pray for the planet, asking for peace and quiet. That’s what you can do.

When the time comes, the planet will decide what to do. You should not see the planet as Earth, but as a living spirit, part of each creature of this world.
You should understand that, the planetary consciousness, I mean a controller of a consciousness of a planet knowing as monad, which knows each of you.

Question: As Umbanda the universalism teacher, do you think it is important the telluric energy study and their effects? Does the study improve affection of curing work and astral cleaning?
Answer: To clarify, all planets, all telluric energy are distributed as if they were eletricas networks. You have certain points of strength which are more beneficial for specially types of work, than others.
At the dowsing there is a area called geomancy, which is possible to measure the Earth energy for certain things. There are more propitious places to do certain things.
When it says: “to make an Oxum offering, go to the waterfall” or “If you want Jemanja offer, then go to the sea” is because there you have a point of strength (force) for that specific energy, not because the waterfall is beautiful. Those place represents the kind of energy which is circulating around the planet. To limit the answer to our house, to get a knowing of geomancy is nice, but will not become a better person. if your place is suitable, there is more to do with the quality of energy that circulates, than where this energy it is.
You have certain places that are cursed, like haunted house or cemeteries of Indians, but it depends.
To do certain works in the Omolulu line, where do you go? Cemetery.
It is important that the spirituality decides where to be reordered the points of energy (strength), not the medium, because the place were choosed by them, and it doesn’t matter if is a beautiful place or not. But the energetic maintenance has more to do with the medium own energy and his psychic.
The way of his resonance with his social enviroment (milieu)

Question: Some old civilization used to mark this current as stone monuments (Stonehenge). These monuments act as energy antennas (aerial)
Answer: Many old civilization had already the dowsing knowledge (radiestesia). For example, if I'm going to make an offering, I have to have my holy place.
since the beginning of mankind existed sensitive mediums. Those people went to them and asked the best place to make an altar. So, these mediums choosed where the most strong energy points.
Sometimes those enegy were chosed from the ground (Earth energy) and sometimes from stars.
But everybody is, somehow a medium because everybody has own chakras, also called point of force in their body, perispirit. Some chakras are more active in a person, and less in other. The same happen with those places. Some has neutral energies, some negativ and some has positiv energy. That’s it.

Question: The digital media has showing a big communication channel, instruction and communication with spirituality. To what extent point it is advantageous? Are we not exposed to dark attacks? It is not a low spirituality vehicle (channel)?
Answer: That’s a thorny isso because the comunication channel in neutral. The question is: What you do with the use of it?
If you use the Internet to spread a message of light, that’s a good thing. At same time you get for
example, TV network, which manipulate the news because of his own interest. Summing up: the entire economic system uses the media to manipulate the consumer population. 

Think about this: If you want to be a handler, beware. There is the law of karma. 

I always say that if the product is good, there is no need for advertising. 

Yes, there is manipulation, there is a secret government, which many people call as illuminati. 

It is nothing but the powerful people connected to a bunch of ET and black magicians, who are on the planet for thousands of years. They are the masters of the planet. you guys think you are the owners of this planet?. Actually your are slaves from a system, created to manipulate you. 

But you are letting this period now. Exactly for this reason so many changes are happening and will shake a lot in the next few years. 

You go work and enslave yourself to buy things you do not need, having an inappropriate lifestyle, thinking that is all of life. Wake up from your illusory world!

---

**Question:** What role interdimensional stations plays? Would these interdimensions bases facilitate the spirituality of communication with us? They say those are scientific bases for extraterrestrials experiments...

**Answer:** Have you already heard in Transcommunication? It means: “I am in a fifth dimension and I have to communicate with the third dimension but am not a medium.” What do I do? I create a radio.

In that case is the opposite. That’s called Lendel, because he was one of the creators of this type of research. The goal was the communication with the beyond, that supposedly captures sounds or images of spirits in another dimension. In the sixties and seventies it was very investigated on this matter. In many case it was only the parallel imaging of the earth itself, not from another dimension. However, was an advancement in this area.

While you guys walk to the multidimensionality, this type of technology is completely obsolete, because you as a medium has access to other consciences who are residing in other dimensions, without the necessity of a physical technology to get those contact. Just plug yourself in what you want, to get the information. The earth is moving in that direction, without necessity of old technology.

There are several extraterrestrial bases at the sea, the moon and other planets, serving as a communication base, like for example, the office of the nasa or Seti, which any people are working to get a contact. But that has nothing with Transcomunication. That is a totally different thing.
Question: In mediumship there is a genetic factor or just spiritual factor?

Answer: Normally genetic. The DNA, it transmits all the information. When parents have an advanced psychic ability, they passes it to the children.

Nowadays mediumship is seen as something strange, and you guys feel like fish out of water but mediumship is the most normal thing in the world. The ability to bind other realities is very normal. Today you are the minority, but will come a day where many people will have it.

But genetic is not the only factor. For example, a spirit that has specially karma and want to come to work spiritually doesn’t need to come into a family with mediumship. He can choose which family he wants to be born. Right? But in many cases is genetic, because there is a continuity energy, which many entities have been working with the parents, continue working with the children, in another energetic factor (level).